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一、 单项选择题（共 30 题，每题 2 分，总计 60 分） 

1.His proposal is ______to all of us and you do not need to tell us more about it. 

A.apparent   B.appearing   C.approaching   D.apart 

 

2.This mountain range has many high _______ and fertile valleys. 

A.peaks   B.hills   C.phases   D.pink 

 

3.He gave us a good _______ of his experience. 

A.demonstration   B.frequency   C.descripton   D.instruction 

 

4.You have your choice of three _______ of ice cream. 

A.varieties   B.tops   C.respects   D.decks 

 

5.This sick man was ______in a blanket. 

A. input   B.issued   C.ensured   D.wrapped 

 

6.This is the military ________. Nobody is allowed to get in without permission. 

A.bond   B.zone   C.butter   D.zoo 

 

7.Rock music usually ______ the young people in most countries. 

A.applies to   B.appeals to   C.amazes   D.actress 

 

8.Would he have seen you if you hadn’t _______ to him? 

A. intended   B.waved   C.expressed   D.debt 

 

9.Everyone _______ the right to his own opinion. 



A. imitates   B.requests   C.deserves   D.outlines 

 

10. I’m worried about the appearance of the floor. I need to _______ it. 

A.clean   B.fix   C.wax   D.oven 

 

11. He felt _____ of what he had done in school. 

A.shy   B.ash   C.advisable   D.ashamed 

 

12. Milk,butter,and cheese are ______ here from the farms. 

A. imported   B.transferred   C.transformed   D.transported 

 

13.I never realized that someday I would be married to a ______. 

A.molecule   B.oxygen   C.genius   D.rug 

 

14.We all _______ your coming to help us. 

A.appropriate   B.appreciate   C.admit   D.affect 

 

15.What they are _______ about is which comes first: the chicken or the egg? 

A.summing   B.striking   C.stirring   D.arguing 

 

16.I certainly didn’t intend to _______your plans. 

A.upset   B.shake   C.shave   D.drag 

 

17.If you want a pen, look inside the _______ of the desk. 

A.box   B.drawer   C.major   D.melt 

 

18.Under no _______will I go there again. 

A.circumstances   B.situation   C.giant   D.happen 

 

19.This supermarket developed rapidly under his __ _____. 

A.administration   B.suggestion   C.approach   D.appearance 

 

20.That is a _______ point of view. I don’t agree with you. 

A.crystal   B.protein   C.union   D.conservative 

 

21.That radio company is so big that it has a lot of _______ in foreign countries. 

A. introducers   B.instructors   C.conductors   D.agents 



 

22.I am afraid it was a _______ for you to do this. 

A. bother   B. bitter   C. bake   D .band 

 

23．During these ten years, many new methods have been _______ in the field of foreign 

language teaching. 

A.adopted   B.adapted   C.alarmed   D.aided 

 

24.That is ______ behavior and nobody likes it. 

A.whistle   B.structural   C.selfish   D.fur 

 

25.Yesterday was such a _____ day we decided to go for a drive. 

A.glorious   B.dynamical   C.avenue   D.invitation 

 

26.Have you any_ _ plans for your future now that you’ve completed your graduate 

studies? 

A.decisive   B.exact   C.precise   D.definite 

 

27.Anyone caught __an offense will be punished. 

A.committing   B.conducting   C.executing   D.performing 

 

28.There is scientific evidence to support our __that being surrounded by plants 

is good for health 

A.perception   B.instinct   C.conception   D.implication 

 

29.The Israeli troops__by launching a bombing attack on the Palestinian-controlled 

areas. 

A.had a crack   B.took a toll   C.took revenge   D.followed up 

 

30.He should __what he’s good at, and not switch to something he knows nothing about. 

A.take on   B.stick to   C.go after   D.live on 

 

二、完形填空（共 10 题，每题 2 分，总计 20 分） 

 

（1） 

Organized volunteering and work experience has long been a vital companion 



to university degree courses. Usually it is left to __1__ to deduce the potential 

from a list of extracurricular adventures on a graduate's resume, _2_ now the 

University of Bristol has launched an award to formalize the achievements of students 

who _3_ time to activities outside their courses. Bristol Plus aims to boost students 

in an increasingly _4_job market by helping them acquire work and life skills 

alongside _5_ qualifications. 

"Our students are a pretty active bunch, but we found that they didn't 

_6_appreciate the value of what they did __7_ the lecture hall," says Jeff Goodman, 

director of careers and employability at the university. "Employers are much more 

__8__ than they used to be. They used to look for __9__ and saw it as part of their 

job to extract the value of an applicant's skills. Now they want students to be able 

to explain why those skills are __10__ to the job." 

 

1.  A) advisors    B) specialists  

    C) critics     D) employers 

2.  A) which      B) but       

    C) unless     D) since 

3.  A) divide   B) devote   C) deliver   D) donate 

4.  A) harmonious   B) competitive   C) Resourceful           D) prosperous 

5. A) artistic     B) technical    C) academic       D) interactive 

6.  A) dominantly   B) earnestly     C) necessarily    D) gracefully 

7.  A) outside    B) along    C) over     D) through 

8.  A) generous    B) considerate   C) enlightening   D) demanding 

9. A) origin    B) initial    C)       D) potential 

10. A) relevant    B) responsive    C) reluctant   D) respective 

 

三、阅读理解（共 2 篇 10 题，每题 2 分，总计 20 分） 

（1） 

There are three kinds of goals: short-term,medium-range and long-term goals. 

Short-range goals are those that usually deal with current activities,which we can 

apply on a daily basis.Such goals can be achieved in a week or less,or two weeks,or 

possible months.It should be remembered that just as a building is no stronger than 

its foundation ,out long-term goals cannot amount to very munch without the 

achievement of solid short-term goals.Upon completing our short-term goals,we 

should date the occasion and then add new short-term goals that will build on those 

that have been completed. 



    The intermediate goals bukld on the foundation of the short-range goals.They 

might deal with just one term of school or the entire school year,or they could even 

extend for several years.Any time you move a step at a time,you should never allow 

yourself to become discouraged or overwhelmed. As you complete each step,you will 

enforce the belief in your ability to grow adn succeed.And as your list of completion 

dates grow,your motivation and desire will increase. 

    Long-range goals may be related to our dreams of the future. They might cover 

five years or more. Life is not a static thing.We should never allow a long-term 

goal to limit us or our course of action. 

 

1.Our long-term goals mean a lot______. 

A.if we complete our short-range goals 

B.if we cannot reach solid short-term goals 

C.if we write down the dates 

D.if we put forward some plans 

 

2.New short-term goals are bulid upon______. 

A.two years             B.long-term goals 

C.current activities   D.the goals that have been completed 

 

3.When we complete each step of our goals ,______. 

A.we will win final success 

B.we are overwhelmed 

C.we should build up confidence of success 

D.we should strong desire for setting new goals 

 

4.Once our goals are drawn up,_______. 

A.we should stick to them until we complete them 

B.we may change our goals as we have new ideas and opportunities 

C.we had better wait for the exciting news of success 

D.we have made great decision 

 

5.It is implied but not stated in the passage that ______. 

A.those who habe long-term goals will succeed 

B.writing down the dates may discourage you 

C.the goal is only a guide for us to reach our desination 

D.everyone should have a goal 



 

 

（2） 

The economy of the United States after 1952 was the econnomy of a 

well-fed,almost fully employed people. Despit occasional alarms, the country 

escaped any postwar depression and lived in a state of boom. A n economic survey 

of the year 1955, a typical year of the 1950’s, may be typical as illustrating the 

rapid economic growth of the decade. The national output was value at 10 percent 

above that of 1954 (1955 output was estimated at 392 billion dollars). The production 

of manufacturers was about 40 percent more than it had averaged in the years 

immediately following World War 2. The country’s business spent about 30billion 

dollars for new factories and machinery. National income available for spending was 

almost a third greater than it had been it had been in 1950. Consumers spent about 

256 billion dollars; that is about 700 million dollars a day ,or about twenty-five 

million dollars every hour , all round the clock. Sixty-five million people held 

jobs and only a little more than two million wanted jobs but could not find them . 

Only agriculture complained that it was not sharing in the room. To some observers 

this was an ominous echo of the mid-1920’s . As farmer’s shre of their products 

declined , marketing costs rose. But there were , among the observers of the national 

economy, a few who were not as confident as the majority . Those few seemed to fear 

that the boom could not last and would eventually lead to the oppsite-depression. 

 

1.What is the best title of the passage? 

A.The Agriculatural Trends of 1950’s  

B.The Unemployment Rate of 1950’s 

C.U.S. Economy in the 50’s    

D.The Federal Budget of 1952 

 

2.In Line 3, the word “boom” could best be replaced by______. 

A.nearby explosion          B.thunderous noise 

C.general public support    D.rapid economic growth 

 

3.It can be inferred the national from the passage that most people in the United 

States in 1955 viewed the national economy with an air of _________. 

A.confidence    B.confusion    C.disappointment    D.suspicion 

 

4.Which of the following were LEAST satisfied with the national economy in the 



1950’s? 

A.Economists    B.Frmaers    C.Politicians    D.Steelworkers 

 

5.The passage states that incom available for spending in the U.S. was greater in 

1955 than in 1950 . How much was it ? 

A.60％    B.50％    C.33％    D.90％ 

 

 


